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1 Introduction

In the current industrial and market context, the ability of a firm to offer short customer

lead times is considered as a key to competitive success and survival. The customer lead

time is commonly defined as the elapsed time between releasing an order and receiving it

by the customer (Hsu and Lee, 2009). In the literature, different terminologies are used

in reference to the customer lead time such as delivery lead time or simply lead time

(LT). Many companies have recognized the significance of LT as a competitive weapon

and have used time as a means of distinguishing themselves in the marketplace (Hsu

and Lee, 2009). According to Eskigun et al. (2005), an important development in the

automotive industry in recent years has been an increased interest in reducing the LT

required to deliver vehicles from the assembly plants to the customer. Ouyang and Wu

(1997) highlight that a shorter LT improves customer service level and increases the

competitive advantage of business. Kaminsky and Kaya (2008) confirm this statement

and state that firms need to quote short LTs to remain competitive in the market.

Unfortunately, the total LT required to manufacture and deliver a product is fre-

quently larger than the LT imposed by the customer for that product, which reflects

the customer LT constraint. If the customer demand is known enough time in advance,

firms can meet customer LT constraints by anticipating purchasing, manufacturing and

distribution activities. However, in real-world situations, the demand is often partially

or totally uncertain, so firms generally keep inventories at different levels of the supply

chain (SC) to shorten customer LT in order to be able to meet customer requirements.

According to Feigin (1999), SCs often have many millions of dollars of capital tied up in

inventories because of uncertainties in demand.

Nowadays, the globalization of market and the increasing competition force compa-

nies to reorganize their SC in order to reduce their costs and to remain competitive.

Many real-world SCs have complex network structures, which consist of multiple layers

of geographically dispersed manufacturing and distribution facilities and an international

network of suppliers, in order to benefit from the low-cost locations, to access low-cost

suppliers in developing countries, etc (Hammami et al., 2008, 2009). Components are
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therefore purchased worldwide and intermediate and final products are manufactured in

many different facilities, generally located in different countries. Such a globalization of

production activities and the reorganization of SC networks, which is expected to continue

in the future, generally increase the LTs of purchasing, manufacturing, and transporta-

tion throughout the SC. Clearly, this impacts the customer LT and generally forces firms

to keep higher inventories of upstream products and/or to reposition inventories closer to

customers. In such a context, on one hand, the inventory costs may become very large.

Indeed, in a complex SC where products and components of products are manufactured in

many different facilities, inventory costs make up a significant proportion of total network

costs (Kaminski and Kaya, 2008). Moreover, the optimal inventory policy is not known

for SCs with general network structures (Levi and Zhao, 2005). On the other hand, as

underlined by Meixell and Gargeya (2005), geographical distances in global situations

highly increase transportation costs.

Thus, the following key question arises: Do customer LT constraints in the context

of globalization of production activities simply lead to re-think and re-optimize the in-

ventory policies or, more structurally, can impact the design of the SC? We seek to

understand the impact of customer LT constraints on the major logistic decisions such

as the location of production sites (should they be close to customers to enhance the

customer service or located in low-cost countries to reduce costs?), the choice of manu-

facturing technologies (should they be more automated to shorten the manufacturing LT

or less automated to use more labor, especially in low-cost countries?), the selection of

suppliers (should the company opt for a distant low-cost supplier or a local supplier with

a short lead time ? ), etc. Such research questions are motivated by the fact that LT

and SC configuration are closely linked. For instance, according to Barnes-Schuster et

al. (2006), it is becoming increasingly common that firms relocate closer to their buyers

and thereby significantly reduce delivery LT. Meixell and Gargeya (2005) observe that

substantial geographical distances in global situations not only increase transportation

costs, but complicate decisions because of inventory cost tradeoffs due to increased LTs

in the SC.
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Hence, beyond the optimization of inventory policies, more structural reflections on

the organization of production systems and, more generally, on the design of the whole

SC are essential. However, on the one hand, analytical SC models that include LT is-

sues rather focus on operational/tactical decisions in the fields of production-distribution

management, inventory management, buyer-supplier management, etc. Such models gen-

erally ignore the strategic decisions of location and mission of production sites, selection

of suppliers, selection of manufacturing technologies, etc. On the other hand, most exist-

ing analytical models for the design of SCs do not consider LTs and, consequently, cannot

be used to answer the above relevant questions. Vidal and Goetschalckx (1997), Erenguc

et al. (1999), Eskigun et al. (2005), Meixell and Gargeya (2005) and Sourirajan et al.

(2007) underline that most network design models in the literature do not consider LT

and that LT needs to be considered. Meixell and Gargeya (2005) conclude that global SC

design models should have objectives or constraints to evaluate the impact of some im-

portant issues such as LT. Overall, most of the LT related literature for SC design tends

to be qualitative and conceptual, and has not been subjected to the kind of quantitative

analysis that this paper intends to address.

Moreover, most SC design models that include LT only focus on the outbound SC

of final products (distribution) and consider a limited number of SC echelons. In addi-

tion, such models generally use simple methods to measure LT which mainly focus on

transportation LT and ignore purchasing and/or manufacturing LT. Also, they gener-

ally ignore supplier selection issues, technology issues, inter-site flows of intermediate

products, etc. For instance, Daskin et al. (2002) and Shen et al. (2003) develop loca-

tion inventory models that incorporate safety stock placement into a location problem

for a two-stage network. Eskigun et al. (2005) propose an optimization model for the

design of an outbound SC network considering LT, location of distribution facilities and

choice of transportation modes. In this model, LT consists in the transit times between

the different nodes. Recently, Sourirajan et al. (2007) consider a two-stage SC with a

production facility that replenishes a single product at retailers. The main decision is to

locate distribution centers in the network. The authors include the replenishment LT at
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the distribution centers and require the distribution centers to carry enough safety stock

to maintain the prescribed service levels at the retailers they serve. An interesting paper

in that field is the work by Arntzen et al. (1995). The authors develop a mixed integer

program to solve a global SC design problem for an electronics manufacturer. The main

decision variables in the model are production, inventory and shipping quantities. LT is

measured as the number of days needed for manufacturing and for transit on each link in

the SC. However, the authors do not consider suppliers and manufacturing technologies

issues among the model decisions and in the determination of LT. Moreover, they include

the total LT multiplied by a certain factor α in their objective function, which also con-

tains a total cost multiplied by the factor (1− α). It is not clear, however, how to select

the factor α to put together these different entities in the same objective function (Vidal

and Goetschalckx, 1997).

In this work, we develop a multi-echelon and muli-product global SC design model

that includes customer LT constraints. The customer LT is measured based on the

purchasing LT, the manufacturing LT and the transportation LT (between sites and

towards customer). We then conduct computational experiments to analyze the impacts

of LT on the SC configuration. The proposed model is detailed in section 2. Section 3

is dedicated to the computational experiments and managerial insights. Finally, we give

concluding remarks and future research directions.

2 The Model

We consider a multi-echelon SC network with different sets of potential suppliers and

potential production (manufacturing and distribution) facilities denoted by S and J ,

respectively. A single final product is manufactured and delivered to a given customer.

We consider the different intermediate products and raw materials that are required to

obtain the final product. The set of all involved products is denoted by P . No restrictions

are imposed on the number of echelons of the different facilities, on the mission of each

facility (manufacturing or/and distribution), and on the transportation links used by the
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company for shipping its products. In other words, we allow products to be manufactured

anywhere and we assume that items can be transported between any types of facilities.

Different technologies can be used to manufacture a given product in a given site. The

choice of the technology affects the unit production cost and the manufacturing LT. The

set of potential technologies is denoted by A. The model is mono-period. We assume

that the total customer demand over the planning horizon is known. However, the order

quantities may vary from one order to another and are not known with certainty.

We include the LT of purchasing (which depends on the location of suppliers and buy-

ers sites), manufacturing (which depends on the manufactured quantity of the product,

the used manufacturing technology and the production facility), transportation (which

depends on the location of origin and destination facilities), and delivery (which depends

on the location of distribution facility and customer site). The customer LT (the elapsed

time between releasing an order and receiving it by the customer) depends on the above

different LTs and also on the safety stock held by the firm at different positions of the

SC network.

The proposed global SC design model considers the decisions of supplier selection,

(manufacturing or/and distribution) facility location, manufacturing technology selec-

tion, safety stock positioning and sizing of products flows (from suppliers to facilities,

between facilities, and towards the customer). The objective is to configure the SC in

order to minimize the total incurred cost while ensuring the ability to meet customer LT

constraints.

2.1 Strategic issues

To develop the mathematical formulation of the problem, we introduce a first set of

decision variables which are denoted as follows:

• xpaj : quantity of product p manufactured in site j using technology a. For all p

∈ P and j ∈ J,
P

a∈A xpaj = xpj, where xpj is the total quantity of product p

manufactured in site j,
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• zp,s→j : quantity of product p shipped from supplier s to site j,

• zp,j→j0 : quantity of product p shipped from site j to site j0,

• hpj : safety stock level of product p in site j,

• zcusp,j : quantity of product p shipped from site j to customer. Clearly, zcusp,j is

null if p is not a final product,

• ys : equals 1 if supplier s is selected, 0 otherwise (s ∈ S),

• yj : equals 1 if site j is open, 0 otherwise (j ∈ J),

• ypaj : equals 1 if product p is manufactured in site j using technology a, 0 otherwise.

We use the following notation in referring to the different cost factors of the model:

• OCj : fixed cost of opening site j (we consider a depreciated cost according to the

length of the planning horizon),

• V Cs : fixed cost of selecting and managing supplier s. This cost is generally larger

for low-cost suppliers than for other suppliers,

• HCpaj : fixed cost of selecting technology a for manufacturing product p in site j.

This cost may be large if a fully automated technology is introduced in a developing

country.

• ICpj : unit holding cost of product p in site j over the planning horizon,

• MCpaj : unit manufacturing cost of product p in site j using technology a,

• PCpsj : unit purchasing cost of product p from supplier s by site j. It is important

to note that the purchasing cost includes the transportation cost,

• TCpjj0 : unit transportation cost of product p from site j to site j0,

• DCpj : unit delivery cost of product p from site j to customer.
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The objective function of the model ( 1) consists in minimizing the total incurred cost

which is the sum of the facility opening cost, the supplier selection cost, the technology

selection cost, the purchasing cost, the manufacturing cost, the transportation cost, the

delivery cost and the inventory holding cost.

Min Π =
P

j∈J OCjyj+
P

s∈S V Csys+
P

j∈J
P

p∈P
P

a∈AHCpajypaj

+
P

s∈S
P

j∈J
P

p∈P PCpsjzp,s→j+
P

j∈J
P

p∈P
P

a∈AMCpajxpaj

+
P

j∈J
P

j0∈J
P

p∈P TCpjj0zp,j→j0 +
P

j∈J
P

p∈P DCpjzp,j+
P

j∈J
P

p∈P ICpjhpj

(1)

Flow conservation conditions must hold to ensure that the outputs of a given facility j

regarding a given product p (sent to the customer and the other facilities of the company

and/or consumed for the manufacturing of other products in facility j) correspond to the

sum of its inputs for that product (shipped from the suppliers and the other facilities

of the company and/or manufactured in facility j). Constraint 2 represents the flow

conservation conditions.

zcusp,j +
P

j0∈J\{j] zp,j→j0 +
P

p0∈P Φp(p
0)xp0j = xpj +

P
s∈S zp,s→j +

P
j0∈J\{j] zp,j0→j

p ∈ P, j ∈ J (2)

The parameter Φp(p
0) is defined as the quantity of product p required for the produc-

tion of a unit of product p0. Constraint 3 guarantees the satisfaction of the customer total

demand denoted by D. We recall that zcusp,j is null if p is not a final product. Con-

straint 4 is relative to the capacity of suppliers where the capacity of supplier s regarding

product p is denoted by Csp.

P
j∈J zcusp,j = D p ∈ P (3)

P
j∈J zp,s→j ≤ Csp p ∈ P,s ∈ S (4)
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We assume that only one technology can be used for the manufacturing of a given

product in a given site. This assumption is expressed by constraint 5.

P
a∈A ypaj ≤ 1 p ∈ P, j ∈ J (5)

Constraints 6, 7 and 8 refer to the logical relationships between the different variables.

According to constraint 8, a facility is open if and only if it generates outputs that are

pushed towards the customer and/or the other facilities of the company.

1

Ψ
ypaj ≤ xpaj ≤ Ψypaj p ∈ P, a ∈ A, j ∈ J (6)

1

Ψ
ys ≤

P
j∈J
P

p∈P zp,s→j ≤ Ψys s ∈ S (7)

1

Ψ
yj ≤

P
j0∈J

P
p∈P zp,j→j0 +

P
p∈P zcusp,j ≤ Ψyj j ∈ J (8)

2.2 Lead times issues

Now, we turn to modeling LTs. In real-world situations, customer orders are only known

few weeks (or maybe few days) in advance which complicates the anticipation of purchas-

ing and production and raises LT issues. In this work, the SC configuration proposed by

the model solution must allow for meeting the customer LT constraints in any situation,

in particular in the worst case. Let Dmax be the maximum quantity that may be ordered

by the customer (for any given order) and∆ the elapsed time between the reception of the

customer order and the due date of that order (∆ reflects the customer LT constraint).

We assume that ∆ is similar for all orders. If not, ∆ may represent an average value or

a minimum possible value to ensure a maximum customer service quality.

Thus, the company must meet the customer orders, whose maximum quantity isDmax,

within a time limit ∆. This LT constraint can be replaced by a weaker constraint if some

information about the customer demand is available before the reception of the order.

For instance, if it is known that the order quantity must be larger than a minimum
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quantity Dmin, the company can anticipate the preparation of the quantityDmin. In this

case, the LT constraint that should be considered is rather the obligation of preparing

and delivering the quantity
¡
Dmax −Dmin

¢
within the time limit ∆. In many real-world

situations, such as in the fields of electronic and automotive industry, the customer com-

municates its demand forecast several weeks before it sends the final order. A partial

information about the order quantity is then available. Let eD be the maximum non-

anticipated order quantity that should be fulfilled within the time limit ∆ (in the above

case, eD = Dmax −Dmin). We introduce the following decision variable:

• e∆ : LT required by the firm (from the receipt of the order) to meet the maximum

non-anticipated order quantity eD.
e∆ represents the customer LT that can be ensured by the company in the worst case

(for the maximum non-anticipated order quantity) and must be smaller than the LT

imposed by customer, ∆, as expressed by constraint 9.

e∆ ≤ ∆ (9)

In our model, e∆ is a decision variable that depends, on one hand, on the safety stocks

held by the company for the different products at different levels and, on the other hand,

on the LTs of the activities of purchasing, manufacturing and transportation that are

triggered by the receipt of a customer order that induces a non-anticipated quantity eD.

Thus, we consider the following decision variables:

• expj : manufactured quantity of product p in site j that is triggered by the receipt
of a customer order that induces a non-anticipated quantity eD. expj =Pa∈A expaj,

• ezp,s→j : purchased quantity of product p by site j from supplier s that is triggered

by the receipt of a customer order that induces a non-anticipated quantity eD,

• ezp,j→j0 : transported quantity of product p from site j to site j0 that is triggered by

the receipt of a customer order that induces a non-anticipated quantity eD,
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• ezcusp,j : delivered quantity of product p from site j to customer that is triggered by
the receipt of a customer order that induces a non-anticipated quantity eD. Clearly,

ezcusp,j is null if p is not a final product,
• eypj : equals 1 if (expj > 0), 0 otherwise,
• eypsj : equals 1 if (ezp,s→j > 0), 0 otherwise,

• eypjj0 : equals 1 if (ezp,j→j0 > 0), 0 otherwise,

• eycuspj : equals 1 if (ezcusp,j > 0), 0 otherwise.
The above variables are used to determine the customer LT, e∆. To determine their

values, and especially the value of expj, we take into account all available safety stocks (hpj)
which implicitly assumes that the firm has enough time to reconstitute its safety stock.

These new variables must satisfy the following constraints of flow conservation conditions

(10 and 11) and logical relationships (12, 13, 14 and 15). According to constraint 11,

the inputs of a given site regarding a given product (quantity purchased from suppliers

+ quantity shipped from other sites + manufactured quantity + available safety stock)

equal the outputs of that product (quantity consumed to manufacture other products +

quantity shipped to other sites + quantity delivered to customer).

P
j∈J ezcusp,j = eD p ∈ P (10)

P
s∈S ezp,s→j +

P
j0∈J ezp,j0→j + expj + hpj =

P
p0∈P

P
a∈AΦ

−
p (p

0)exp0aj
+
P

j0∈J ezp,j→j0 + ezcusp,j p ∈ P, j ∈ J (11)

1

Ψ
eypj ≤ expj ≤ Ψeypj p ∈ P, j ∈ J (12)

1

Ψ
eypsj ≤ ezp,s→j ≤ Ψeypsj p ∈ P, s ∈ S, j ∈ J (13)

1

Ψ
eypjj0 ≤ ezp,j→j0 ≤ Ψeypjj0 p ∈ P, j ∈ J, j0 ∈ J (14)

1

Ψ
eycuspj ≤ ezcusp,j ≤ Ψeycuspj p ∈ P, j ∈ J (15)
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One of the novelties of this work in comparison with the existing literature is the use

of a more realistic method for calculating the customer LT, e∆. To obtain e∆, additional

decision variables are required to determine intermediate LTs at different nodes of the

SC network:

• e∆cuspj : LT required to supply the customer from site j with the required quantity

of product p triggered by an order that induces a non-anticipated quantity eD,

• e∆pj : LT required to obtain in site j the required quantity of product p triggered

by an order that induces a non-anticipated quantity eD,

• e∆psj : LT required to supply site j from supplier s with the required quantity of

product p triggered by an order that induces a non-anticipated quantity eD,

• e∆pjj0 : LT required to supply site j0 from site j with the required quantity of product

p triggered by an order that induces a non-anticipated quantity eD.

We recall that the above intermediate LTs will serve to calculate the customer LT.

We also consider the parameters δpaj, λpsj, λpjj0 and λcuspjwhich respectively represent

the unit production time of product p in site j using technology a, the transportation

time of product p from supplier s to site j, the transportation time of product p from

site j to site j0 and the transportation time of product p from site j to the customer. We

assume that transportation times do not depend on the transported quantity.

Now, we can formulate the different constraints that allows for obtaining the customer

LT, e∆. Clearly, as given by constraint 16, the customer LT e∆ corresponds to the LT re-

quired for delivering all the required quantity to the customer which may be ensured

by several sites. The LT required to deliver the customer with product p from site j

(e∆cuspj) equals the sum of the LT required to obtain product p in site j (e∆pj) and the

transportation time between site j and the customer (λcuspj). This is expressed in con-

straint 17. We force e∆cuspj to be null if ezcusp,j is null which explains the multiplication
of the right-hand side of constraint 17 by eycuspj.
The product p can be obtained in site j by different ways: it can either be purchased

from suppliers or purchased from another site of the firm or/and manufactured in site
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j. The LT required to obtain product p in site j (e∆pj) is different from one case to

another. Constraints 18 and 19 are respectively used to determine e∆pj if p is purchased

from suppliers or from the other sites of the firm. If product p is manufactured in site j,

the LT e∆pj must be larger than the sum of the manufacturing LT (
P

a∈A δpajexpaj) and the
LT required to obtain in site j all the input products p0 ∈ R(p), where R(p) is the set of

input products that are used to manufacture product p. This is guaranteed by constraint

20. In this constraint, the LT e∆p0j is multiplied by eypj to avoid taking into account e∆p0j

if p is not manufactured in site j.

The LT e∆psj represents the transportation time of p between supplier s and site j as

expressed in constraint 21. Constraint 22 is concerned with the LT e∆pjj0 which is the

sum of the LT required to obtain product p in site j and the transportation time between

site j and site j0.

e∆ ≥ e∆cuspj p ∈ P, j ∈ J (16)

e∆cuspj =
³e∆pj + λcuspj

´ eycuspj p ∈ P, j ∈ J (17)

e∆pj ≥ e∆psj p ∈ P, s ∈ S, j ∈ J (18)

e∆pj ≥ e∆pj0j p ∈ P, j ∈ J, j0 ∈ J (19)

e∆pj ≥
P

a∈A δpajexpaj + e∆p0jeypj p ∈ P, p0 ∈ R(p), j ∈ J, j0 ∈ J (20)

e∆psj = λpsjeypsj p ∈ P, s ∈ S, j ∈ J (21)

e∆pjj0 =
³e∆pj + λpjj0

´ eypjj0 p ∈ P, j ∈ J, j0 ∈ J (22)
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Finally in the constraints below, we force the variables expaj, ezp,s→j, ezp,j→j0 and ezcusp,j
to be respectively upper bounded by the strategic variables xpaj, zp,s→j, zp,j→j0 and zcusp,j

multiplied by the ratio D
D
. Indeed, the allocation of products to the different nodes and

arcs of the SC network in order to meet customer orders should be adequate with the

strategic allocation over the whole planning horizon.

expaj ≤ eD
D
xpaj p ∈ P, a ∈ A, j ∈ J (23)

ezp,s→j ≤
eD
D
zp,s→j p ∈ P, s ∈ S, j ∈ J (24)

ezp,j→j0 ≤
eD
D
zp,j→j0 p ∈ P, j ∈ J, j0 ∈ J (25)

ezcusp,j ≤ eD
D
zcusp,j p ∈ P, j ∈ J (26)

3 Lead times impacts and managerial insights

The mathematical formulation of the model is implemented using C++ coupled with

Cplex 11.0 (Concert Technology). To be solved with Cplex, the proposed model is first

linearized by removing nonlinearities from constraints 17, 20 and 22 using additional

variables and linear constraints. In order to conduct our computational experiments, we

consider a case study of a company X which manufactures and distributes automotive

electrical harnesses for a french automotive constructor located in France. We assume that

X has a production site in France (already open) and that managers would evaluate the

profitability of partially or totally relocating manufacturing and/or distribution activities

to low-cost locations. Three potential low-cost sites are considered in East Europe, North

Africa and Asia. The set of potential suppliers can be divided in European suppliers and

low-cost suppliers in North Africa and Asia. The total number of suppliers is 10.

The considered final product is the cockpit harness which is composed by different
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electrical wires, electronic components, plastic components, etc. At an aggregated level,

there are 11 purchased products and 8 intermediate products. The total number of prod-

ucts is 19. For each intermediate and final product, two manufacturing technologies can

be used: a manual technology or an automated technology. The values of the different

costs and LTs are generated based on our experience with the automotive sector while

taking into account the disparities between the different locations. The goal of our com-

putational experiments is mainly to analyze the impacts of LT on SC decisions and to

deduce some managerial insights. With this scope in mind, we observed the objective

function and the main features of the model solution while varying the LT imposed by

the customer (∆).

3.1 Impacts on the total cost

In order to analyze the impacts of LT constraints on the total SC cost, we varied ∆ from

0.25 week to 12 weeks and deduced the optimal cost value given by the model as shown

in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Optimal cost vs customer lead time

Clearly, the smaller is the LT imposed by customer (∆) the larger is the total cost.

The curve slope is not constant. For instance, increasing ∆ from 0.75 to 1 week leads
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to decreasing the total cost from 5969.16 x103 to 5864.48 x103 (-1.75%). However, the

total cost is only reduced by 6490 (0.11 % ) if we increase ∆ from 1 to 2 weeks. Such

analysis can be very helpful for managers to determine what LT they should offer to their

customers and at what price.

3.2 Impacts on the main supply chain decisions

Now, we focus on the impacts of LT constraints on the main SC decisions of facility

location, supplier selection, technology choice and safety stock positioning. We first

highlight that the considered value of the maximum non-anticipated order quantity eD
is 3000; and that the transportation times from France, East Europe, North Africa and

Asia to the customer are 0.2, 0.5, 1, and 4 weeks, respectively. In Table 1, we present

some features of the model solution for different values of the imposed LT, ∆.

Table 1. Model solutions

∆(week) Manufacturing Sites Distribution Sites Safety stock of final product

0.25 France, Asia France 2993 items in France

0.5 France, Asia France 2965 items in France

0.75 France, Asia France 2937 items in France

1 North Africa North Africa 3000 items in North Africa

1.5 North Africa North Africa 2960 items in North Africa

2 North Africa North Africa 2920 items in North Africa

3 North Africa North Africa 2841 items in North Africa

4 France, North Africa France, North Africa 2366 items in North Africa

5 France, North Africa France, North Africa 2225 items in North Africa

6 France, North Africa France, North Africa 2000 items in North Africa

7 France, North Africa France, North Africa 1791 items in North Africa

8 France, North Africa France, North Africa 1604 items in North Africa

10 France, North Africa France, North Africa 1229 items in North Africa

12 France, North Africa France, North Africa 870 items in North Africa

Without LT North Africa North Africa No safety stock
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Observing Table 1, one can first conclude that considering LT constraints has a sig-

nificant impact on the model solution in general and on the facility location/mission

decision in particular. Indeed, the model solution significantly differs from one value of

∆ to another and from the cases with LT constraints to the case without LT constraint.

This proves the interest of modeling and including the LT constraints in our global SC

design model.

In our analysis of the model solutions, we can distinguish between three ranges of the

customer imposed LT ∆.

• First range: ∆ < 1. The distribution is made by the French site while the manu-

facturing is ensured by both French and Asian sites. There is no safety stock for

several raw materials which are ordered from suppliers following the reception of

the customer order. Some quantities of the final product and some intermediate

products are held in stock. The majority of intermediate products are manufac-

tured in the Asian site and held in stock in France. There are no inventories in

Asia for any of the considered products. It is important to note that some low

cost Asian suppliers are selected by the model to supply both Asian and French

sites. For ∆ = 0.25, the distribution can only be made from France. For ∆ = 0.5

and 0.75, the low-cost East European site can be selected for distribution but the

model chooses to distribute from France while keeping manufacturing activities in

Asia and France. Indeed, the distribution from the French site allows for holding

relatively lower safety stocks and avoids spending additional transportation costs.

• Second range: 1 ≤ ∆ < 4. Only the North African site is selected for both manufac-

turing and distribution. Similarly to the first range, the higher is the value of ∆ the

lower is the safety stock of final product held by the company. Also, the higher is

the value of ∆ the higher are the quantities of final and intermediate products that

are suggested to be manufactured following the reception of the customer order.

Unlike the first case, almost all the purchased products are held in stock since the

purchasing LT from suppliers (especially, European suppliers) to the North African

site are relatively high. The only exception concerns a component purchased from
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a low-cost North African supplier for ∆ = 3. Asian suppliers of the first case are

here replaced by European and/or North African suppliers.

• Third range: 4 ≤∆ ≤ 12. Both French and North African sites are selected for both

manufacturing and distribution. This result is not predictable since one can expect

the model to select the low-cost North African or/and Asian sites. We checked that

the selection of the French site leads, on one hand, to a significant decrease in the

safety stocks and thus a decrease in inventory costs and, on the other hand, to a

decrease in the purchasing costs from European suppliers (we recall that purchasing

costs include transportation costs). The production of the final product and most

intermediate products in the French site is triggered after receiving the customer

order. The selected suppliers are the same as in the second case but the allocation

of such suppliers to buyers sites is different. For this third range of ∆, a significant

decrease of inventory costs would lead to select the Asian site. Further experiments

on this issue may show more interesting results.

Overall, we can conclude that unlike the common belief of some managers, the mini-

mization of costs is not always linked to the selection of low-cost production sites if one

takes into account LT constraints and considers the costs of purchasing, transportation,

safety stocks, etc. As shown in our computational experiments, the additional costs of

transportation and inventory lead, in some cases, to keep origin sites or/and to discard

distant low-cost locations. The model often selects the North African site because it

offers the best tradeoff between low purchase and production costs and short LT. For

all the tested instances, the model selects automated technologies in France and manual

technologies in Asia and North Africa. This result can be explained by the manufacturing

costs resulting from these technologies. A direct correlation between the choice of man-

ufacturing technologies and the LT constraints does not clearly appear in the performed

experiments. Additional experiments should be conducted in that direction while varying

the values of manufacturing costs.
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, we developed an optimization model for the design of global supply chains

while considering lead times constraints. The main decisions of the proposed model

are facility location, supplier selection, technology choice, safety stock positioning of

purchased, intermediate and final products, etc. The model considers a multi-echelon

supply chain and the bill of materials links between the different types of products. To

calculate customer lead times, we consider the lead times of purchasing, transportation

(inter-sites and towards customers) and manufacturing. The integration of lead times

constraints in a global supply chain design model is the main novelty of this work.

We experimentally showed that the consideration of lead times constraints leads to

completely changing the configuration of the global supply chain especially regarding

facility location, supplier selection, and safety stock positioning. We also showed that

unlike the strategy of some managers who close origin sites in developed countries and

open delocalized sites in low-cost countries, keeping the origin site may be the best

solution in several cases. Overall, we found that selecting a location that offers a good

tradeoff between low costs and short lead times is the best solution in many situations.

Clearly, such results should be considered within the limits of our assumptions in both

the mathematical formulation of the model and the characteristics of the case study. In

our future work, we will focus on improving the modeling of lead times to better reflect

realistic situations and expanding our computational experiments to study other cases

while varying some key parameters such as global demand and cost factors.
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